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AIR CO CLEANER 
LOS 835 

 
 
 
LOS 835 cleans and disinfects AC devices, eliminates bactericide, viruses and fungicide and 
absorbs bad odours. 
 
 
Use: 
Disconnect air condition from electric power. Shake the spray vigorously. 
Use the 50 cm extension tube to spray into the openings of the ventilating system in the 
dashboard. 
Insert the extension tube completely into the openings of the ventilating system. Press down 
the actuator while you pull out the extension tube slowly. Treat every ventilation system 
opening like this. 
Remove micro filter. Disconnect the extension tube from the actuator and spray onto the 
evaporator. After that install the micro filter. 
To prevent dirt in the cockpit, close the openings of the ventilation system in the dashboard.  
Only the openings of the ventilation system that lead to the foot space should be open. 
Put some absorbent rags or paper onto the flooring. 
Subsequently put the ventilation on full power, so the foam will be pressed through the 
evaporator. After that clean all openings that ore not leading to the foot space one after the 
other with a vacuum cleaner while the ventilation is still on full power. Therefore close the 
openings of the ventilation system in the foot space. 
 
 
Technical data: 
Form:   Aerosol 
Odour:   White 
Colour:  Pleasing 
Density (20°C): 0.775 g/cm³ 
Ignition point:  >200°C 
Flash point:  Not applicable 
Solubility in water: Soluble 
VOC (EU):  315.0 g/l 
VOC (CH):  40.65 % 
 
 
 
 
 
Suggestions, processing and use of our products correspond to the best knowledge at printing of this leaflet and are always given without 
obligation. You only can serve as a clue in consideration of the changing conditions; from this no liabilities, liability and guarantee claims 
can be derived. Own tests must be carried out before application. Every manufacturer of our products is liable for the retention everything 
legal to regulations. 
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